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He didn't do it.He really didn't.But proving it,will be a killer.PUSHING BRILLIANCE: Imagine

Harrison Ford's THE FUGITIVE meets Tom Clancy's HUNT FOR RED

OCTOBER.âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯

âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯"The best book I've read, bar none." --Ed

WisemanâŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯

âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯âŽ¯Framed for murder and on the run, former Olympic biathlete Kyle Achilles is also

in the crosshairs of assassins' guns. Why? He has no idea. He's fighting blind against two master

strategists and one extraordinary invention--known as Brillyanc.Achilles' only ally is the other prime

suspect, a beautiful Russian mathematician who is either the best or worst person to ever enter his

life. Katya was engaged to Achilles' brother -- before he died.Chasing clues while dodging bullets,

Achilles and Katya race around the globe, uncovering a conspiracy conceived in Moscow, born in

Silicon Valley, and destined to demolish both the White House and the Kremlin. Along the way a lost

soul finds purpose, a broken heart confronts forbidden love, and America gains a new hero.Packed

with heart-stopping surprises, paced by razor-sharp plotting, and populated with richly rendered

characters, Pushing Brilliance will leave you breathless and longing for

more.________________________________________Dear Reader,If you enjoy David Baldacci,

Lee Child, Tom Clancy, Nelson DeMille, Ken Follett, Vince Flynn, James Patterson, Daniel Silva, or

Brad Thor, odds are you'll be smiling a few pages into my books as well.Care to try before you buy?

No problem. You can download one my thrillers for free at timtigner.com.Need help putting the kids

through college? I can appreciate that. I have a couple of my own. I'm not in a position to help you

with tuition yet, but I can provide days of delightful distraction for the price of a cup of coffee, and

kind reviews will get good karma sent your way.Thanks for your kind consideration,Tim
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I read a lot of books (usually at least one a day) and when I saw this concerned a spy/CIA operative

up against a Russian threat I thoughÃ¢Â€Â¦ Ã¢Â€Âœthis scenario has been overusedÃ¢Â€Â•

butÃ¢Â€Â¦ I was very pleasantly surprised! Very entertaining book, unique premise, suspenseful flow

of action, well-crafted back and forth from the US to Russia, and great character development.

Anxious to read the next saga with Achilles & Katya.Rather than racing through this book to finish

and get on to the next book, I Ã¢Â€ÂœsavoredÃ¢Â€Â• the read and enjoyed the ride. Keep them

coming Tim!

I guess this is my third Tim Tigner book. Another homerun! This book starts with a bang and keeps

the characters (and me) on a joyride. The characters are well developed. The books moves quickly.

I love good vs. bad, and this has that thread throughout. The twists are great, kept me guessing. I

would HIGHLY recommend this book for those who like espionage, thriller types of books.

Wow! Biotech, secret agents and piles of dead bad guys all in one book. This story was a great read

not only for it's concept and plot; the grammar and punctuation were flawless. I read a lot of books

and it annoys me when authors leave out words that make a sentence flow and punctuation that

make sentences difficult to follow. (Let's eat grandma. Let's eat, grandma.) See what I mean?

Tigner writes a notch or two above the typical international spy mystery with his well developed plot,

scenes and characters the reader can easily picture. Without a clue where the next twist or turn



would take me, I never wanted to stop reading for sleep or to go to work. Very enjoyable, exciting

and informative.

Pushing Brilliance was an interesting and exciting read. Thought provoking. I enjoyed Achilles in

action. Other readers will, too. Look forward to more.

I began reading with some skepticism. I wasn't sure it would hold me to the end. I was wrong. I was

rooting for Achilles by chapter 3. I'm not into romance in thrillers and Tim kept to a tolerable level. It

didn't overtake the story line as some novels do. I'll be reading the rest in this series for sure.

I received this book as gift. In the past I have read Mr. Tigner's books and have enjoyed them

immensely. This book exceeded all expectations. The two main characters are well developed and

are written with just the right amount of chemistry between them. The plot is quite inventive and

keeps you guessing until the last 10 pages. Overall, I would have to most highly recommend this

book and its sequel "Lies of Spies". Well done Mr. Tigner. Keep 'em coming.

Those of you old enough to remember Robert Ludlam's pulse-slamming thrillers, set all over the

face of the globe, should pick up this book right now. Tigner has the gift of telling a story in

telegrams: not a word wasted, every chapter a punch to the jaw, a cliff-hanger every 25 pages. I

know everyone says this, but PUSHING BRILLIANCE actually did keep me up almost all night,And

this is the first in a series, so if you admire it as much as I do, there's more to come.
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